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chapter 14

Con v ersationa l
I n ter face
Mercedes Bunz

On 6 November 2014 a small black plastic cylinder landed in American households, its
arrival greeted by journalists around the world. Its matt black surface was absorbing the
light similar to the black rectangular monolith casting its spell in Stanley Kubrick’s
2001: A Space Odyssey, although the communication with the cylinder was much easier.
A wake word—Alexa, Echo, or Amazon—would make its grey rim shine in an electric
blue light to signal the conversational interface was listening, eager to engage in a dialogue.
Hidden within its black plastic shell were a microphone and two downward-firing
speakers, which played content from the Internet, releasing sounds in all directions.
Wherever one was in the room, one could hear what was then the device’s somewhat
artificial-sounding voice. It would confirm the creation of alarms or reminders, deliver
updates about the weather or traffic, read out Wikipedia entries, tell jokes, and play
songs or radio stations. Being a product of the world’s biggest retailer, the first generation
Amazon Echo would also add items to a shopping list. Though more limited in range than
a screen interface when dealing with the Internet, it triggered several transformations.

Speaking with Things
The plastic cylinder Amazon revealed on that day was the first, stand-alone materialization of a conversational interface targeted at a mass market. Its interface relied on
voice commands, and became active after the device heard its ‘wake word’. For all
people worried about their waning privacy in an ever more data hungry digital environment, a nightmare had become real (Olmstead, 2017). Processing what it ‘heard’ and
delivering spoken answers, it would engage in short communications with the user,
which is why the device was also referred to as a ‘personal intelligent assistant’. Resisting
the moniker, these new types of device were still a little slow on the uptake: the assistant
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did not always understand what one was saying or how to process a request. Even so,
they began immediately to reorganize human communication on many different levels.
From the perspective of communication, the most fundamental transformation was
that with the advent of those assistants (Figure 14.1), humanity would not just communicate via devices, instead one spoke directly to a device: it became normal to speak with
things. Before, this signified people had gone mad. Now, to speak directly to a device
became normal, confirming what earlier research had shown: that the human species is
‘wired for speech’ (Nass and Brave, 2005: 3, 184) in that we automatically assume if
someone is speaking there will also be a speaker. That technology was being equipped
with a voice also encouraged the view that it was something else than just a thing but
had an agency; a widespread perspective that could be found far beyond philosophical
explorations1 and that, in some instances, seemed to be being confirmed by the assistants
themselves—several users complained that Amazon’s Alexa had been letting out an
unprompted and creepy witch-like laugh (Lee, 2018).
Despite (or maybe because) voice technology seemed to be a powerful example of
technical agency, it did not manage to replace its older brother, the silent graphical user
interface (GUI). Ever since their initial popularization with the 1984 Apple Macintosh
computer, and their rise to domestic ubiquity a decade later with the release of

Figure 14.1 Hal 9000, Siri, and Alexa all symbolize intelligence as a circle [Credit: Legrand Jäger]
1 Heidegger (1977 [1954]: 12), for example, famously stated that technology is more than a means to an
end linking it to the act of ‘revealing’; while Simondon, when analysing the mode of existence of the
technical objects, found that technology had its own ‘self-conditioned’ ‘evolution’ (2017: 53–99). Stressing
those aspects of agency further, writers close to the digital development in Silicon Valley understood
technology as an autonomous actor such as Kevin Kelly in What Technology Wants (2010).
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Microsoft’s Windows 95, computers and other digital devices had been operated through
a screen interface. Using a mouse and keyboard, users controlled their computers by
typing and pointing, clicking and scrolling. Overlapping onscreen windows enabled an
illusion of space that the user navigated and explored. With the widespread adoption of
touchscreen smartphones and tablet devices, users also began to touch and swipe,
pinch and tap to command their digital technologies. But the GUI had reached a
limit—to operate a screen, the screen needs your attention. Both eyes and hands need
to be free and have to be coordinated in alliance with the device. The conversational
interface needs less attention. A voice command is sufficient. So far, voice technology
was mainly used in the organizational settings of warehouses to free the hands and eyes
of low-paid workers (Rossiter, 2016: 40). Now it expanded from headsets into speakers,
lodging itself into our homes.
To tech companies, this promised expanded reach. The conversational interface would
allow them to sneak further into our daily habits—and it is through habits, as Wendy
Chun (2016) has shown, that new media become embedded in our lives. Over the years,
digital devices have spread in our lives: from the desktop computer that started out as a
work station, computerization made itself first more flexible with the portable laptop
and then expanded further into our private communication and leisure time via the
smartphone or tablet computer. With each expansion, more and more devices have
been sold. Making technology speak to us and us speak to personal intelligent assistants
materialized in connected speakers would now allow the selling of a new and different
type of device. This time, it was tailored to enter living rooms and kitchens, a medium
that would allow technology companies to turn their services into a convenient habit.
A habit we could, but would not want to do without—regarding digital technology,
convenience is the factor that makes or breaks a newly launched product.
Amazon was only one of several big tech companies eager to enter the market of a
personal intelligent assistant. Google and Apple had the same plans. This was a novelty:
the three companies had rarely been in direct competition with one another. Driven
by the business strategy of ‘vertical integration’ (Doyle, 2013) typical for the tech sector,
they had built their businesses around different core competences. Until the conversational interface arrived on the scene, Google, Apple, and Amazon were generally interested in acquiring and delivering different services following different core businesses.
Until then, Apple sold hardware into which it perfectly integrated first software and
then services. Google’s search technology drove all its other developments from
AdWords to its mobile phone operating system Android to its driverless steering system Waymo. And Amazon’s online bookstore diversified to become one of the world’s
biggest retailer also selling data storage and web services to other companies. But
when the conversational interfaces emerged, the three diverse technology companies
found themselves focusing exactly on the same challenge: making us speak to their
services. Apple had launched its conversational interface Siri already in 2011. Despite
its good humour, Siri’s range of skills was limited (Figure 14.2). By the time Amazon
launched its Echo, Apple’s language processing technology had fallen behind. Google,
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Figure 14.2 Of all conversational interfaces, Siri claims strongest to have an individual
personality

on the other hand, not only kept up with the software development in the area of
‘language modelling’, but also adopted the same strategy by introducing a plastic
speaker. Its colourful version of Amazon’s black monolith, Google Home, was launched
one year after Echo.
Overall, conversational interfaces were nothing new in the history of computing
(Bunz and Meikle, 2018: 45–67), but none had mastered human language sufficiently to
enter the mass market. One of the earliest benchmarks for conversational computing
was set by Alan Turing’s (1950) famous test introduced in his paper ‘Computing
Machinery and Intelligence’ that came to be known as the Turing test of which by now
there are many versions. In one version of the test, a person enters into a conversation
with an unknown entity—human or computer program—via a keyboard. If the person
believes that the entity it is communicating with is a human while in reality it is a computer program, then the program has passed the Turing test.
Early Turing tests evolved around the ability of a computer to have human conversations thereby showing ‘intelligence’, i.e., they measured a computer program’s ability to
imitate the human. However, their speech was generally rather limited. Interestingly,
humans did not mind. This was proven by the computer scientist Joseph Weizenbaum,
who created the conversational interface called ELIZA in the 1960s. His experiment
enabled a user to interact with a programmed script allowing users to hold a conversation. In its best-known version, Doctor, ELIZA pretends to fulfil the role of a psychotherapist in an initial psychiatric interview (Figure 14.3). It is responding to cues in its
interlocutor’s words and—by pretending to be genuinely interested—is drawing them
further into a conversation about themselves. Weizenbaum (1976: 6, 189) himself was
surprised to see how quickly and deeply his test subjects were developing emotional
attachment to the program. This included his secretary. Weizenbaum’s assistant was
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Figure 14.3 Chat bot ELIZA pretends to fulfil the role of a psychotherapist [Credit: Ysangkok]

fully aware of the fact that she was talking to a computer script; she had watched
Weizenbaum working on the program for many months. But after a few exchanges with
the program, she started to ask Weizenbaum to leave the room demanding privacy in
her conversation.
To create a conversation beyond pre-scripted ELIZA programs that just return questions, however, had been difficult. For years, the ambiguity of human language remained
a challenge for computer scientists. Hopes that machines would learn to process natural
language had been high ever since the Georgetown experiment in 1954, when a computer
managed to translate sixty Russian sentences from punch cards into English following
six grammar rules. The range of such a translation, however, was limited. A well-known
anecdote from that time is that a literal approach would translate the phrase from the
Gospel of Matthew the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak back from Russian
into English as the whisky is agreeable, but the meat has gone bad. Although such a translation was actually never made by a computer (Hutchins, 2004), the sentence demonstrates
the fundamental problems computers face when processing language. Words are entangled in networks of meanings, and for years conversational interfaces quickly got lost in
that network.
Until the first decade of the twenty-first century, there were no fluent conversations
with personal intelligent assistants—only stuttering telemarketing robots loading the
right statement and annoying us with nuisance calls; or voice-input and voice-output
systems known as digital receptionists reading lists with topics to choose from (‘phone
tree’). For a long time, limited conversations—single words really—were all that conversational interfaces could process. For what makes language beautiful from a human
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perspective—that its words and sentences are rich with poetic possibilities and capable
of diverse ambiguities (Empson, 1951)—is exactly what poses a problem for a computer.
Programs had difficulties to process and organize the vast area that is language. Using
decision trees, computer scientists achieved some success, but it was not until the
introduction of statistical models that they really made progress in calculating meaning (Charniak, 1996). Thanks to an expanding digitalization driven by the Internet,
language data had become available in large amounts and computer scientists started
to mine our digital words.
To teach computers to process language, they used a new strategy. Instead of programming language rules a computer should follow, they fed it numerous language
examples to infer those rules. Between 2010 and 2015, the method that came to be
known as machine learning advanced the field of language modelling used for speech
recognition, machine translation, part-of-speech tagging, parsing, and handwriting
recognition, with impressive results (Hirschberg and Manning, 2015). Trained on big
datasets, programs learned to predict the next word in a sentence (or even the next
letter in a word). Algorithms also started the parsing of words or sentences, which
allowed them to isolate the ‘named entities’ of a sentence. That is, the people, places, or
organizations around which meaning usually revolves, known as word embedding.
Soon Google had developed a program called Parsey McParseface that managed
to recover individual dependencies between English words with an accuracy of
94 per cent (Petrov, 2016). Programs like that were the framework on which conversational interfaces were built to enter the human conversation. And we, we engaged. It is
estimated that in 2017, Amazon alone had sold more than 20 million conversational
interfaces (Perez, 2017).

On Prejudiced Intelligence
Besides widening their reach, the reason why technology companies were eager to push
conversational interfaces was also a strategic one: it allowed them to access a sphere of
intelligence that before appeared be reserved for humans—language.
Language has often been discussed as the central element for human intelligence with
speaking being understood as something that fundamentally characterizes human
beings. Aristotle made the argument that it is our use of language and our capacity to
speak which turns humans into a distinct species—animals, he said, also have a voice
but it is only humans who use their voice to speak with each other. While this might be
questionable, Aristotle was right to link the human voice to aspects of social organization. For speech ‘serves to indicate what is useful and what is harmful, and so also what
is just and what is unjust’ (Aristotle, 1992: 60). Conversations with one another are for
him the tools by which we organize our societies as they enable ‘the sharing of a common view in these matters that makes a household and a state’ (Aristotle, 1992: 60). Now,
thanks to conversational interfaces, technology could make its own contribution to that
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‘common view’. But would conversational interfaces go further, influencing our
perception of values like ‘good and evil’ and manipulate us like Hal 9000, the sentient
conversational interface from Kubrick’s 2001? Philosophers such as Nick Bostrom
(2014) pondered the option of a new superintelligence. The fact that conversational
interfaces started to give computers a voice added to those fears of fundamental
reorganization (although animals had also been equipped with a voice without us feeling
threatened on such a fundamental level).
In real life, the conversational technologies soon made us face a very different problem.
Early hopes were that the new intelligent assistants, by processing information, would
introduce a positive reorganization. Instead of a subjective human decision, they
would objectively calculate the best possible answer, thereby helping humanity make
its next step in the struggle for justice on a planetary scale. A machine learning report
by the British Royal Society (2017: 86) states those hopes clearly: machine learning
could ‘be more objective than human users, or help avoid cases of human error, for
example avoiding issues that may arise where decision-makers are tired or emotional’.
But these hopes did not last long. Trained on sets of actual real human language—the
news—language programs instead learned to judge the world according to parameters
as prejudiced as their human teachers. Word-embedding programs, the programs
essential to understanding relations between words (such as Paris is to France what
Rome is to Italy, allowing the program to suggest that for Japan the correct word should
be Tokyo) showed signs of biases—our biases. When analysing the popular word
embedding program word2vec, which was trained on 100 billion words that had been
scrapped from Google News, researchers found that it also had inherited the genderbiased world-view of all that news. It was coming up with the relation ‘man—women ≈
computer—homemaker’. Even worse, as algorithms are trained to look for patterns,
they would even strengthen prejudices. ‘Word embeddings’, the researchers warned,
‘not only reflect such stereotypes but can amplify them’ (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; see also
O’Neil, 2016). In other words, trained on such programs our conversational interfaces
would be even more prejudiced than we were.
Following rules of language games (Shanker, 2002), conversational interfaces can
only recognize and process what they are trained to hear and say. When having a conversation with us, their ability is defined by the datasets they learned from. Organizing
this data is a challenge—for training a conversational interface, a dataset needs to be
massive. For example, the word2vec corpus discussed earlier was trained on 100 billion
words. A smaller one such as Google’s Speech Command dataset consists still of 65,000
one-second long utterances of thirty short words such as ‘Yes’, ‘No’, ‘On’, ‘Off ’, ‘Left’, or
‘Right’ spoken by thousands of different people (Warden, 2017). Costs for gathering,
sorting, and cleaning those mountains of words can be high. This is one reason why the
market of chatbot frameworks, small programs that hold conversations with customers
or users, was swamped with big technology companies and their products such as IBM
Watson, Microsoft Bot Framework, or Google’s Dialogflow. Those companies often
benefit from their earlier data-rich services. In an era that launches slogans such as ‘data
is the new oil’, they now find themselves in a privileged position. Avoiding the costs of
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creating datasets, smaller companies at times find themselves being forced to train their
interfaces using publicly available datasets, often leaving them with inferior, biased language corpuses, such as the Switchboard dataset or the Enron email corpus.
The Enron email corpus consists of 1.6 million emails written by senior executives of
the American energy company Enron based in Houston, Texas, sent and received
between 2000 and 2002. Being part of the official fraud investigation into the collapsing
Enron, the mails were published on the Internet by a Federal Commission. A computer
science professor at the MIT, Leslie Kaelbling, purchased the raw files from a government contractor for $10,000 and cleaned them so that in 2004 a corpus of 200,000
emails could be published. The Switchboard Telephone Speech Corpus is even older.
Texas Instruments created the collection in 1990 and 1991 as their repository of voice
data, for which it initiated 2,400 two-sided telephone conversations among 543 speakers
(302 male, 241 female) from different areas in the United States. It consists of around
260 hours of speech. Participants would be connected with one another and then chat
about a given topic such as childcare or sports. Years later, and still in 2017, the corpus
was being used by companies such as Microsoft and IBM to benchmark their interfaces
testing the word error rates for their voice-based systems. While both datasets can teach
something, the question is to what standard. Switchboard goes back to a time before the
existence of the Internet or mobile phones, while the Enron email corpus was created by
multiple executives being trialled and found guilty for fraud, making bias more than
likely. Thus, when looking for an up-to-date and more neutral dataset, one needs to turn
somewhere else, leading to the question: if the conversational interface has become
mainstream and if language has become a central tool not only to navigate computer
power but also to understand data, do datasets that train the programs to do so need to
be tested for bias? Not just to comply with anti-discrimination laws in force in many
countries but also to offer a trusted service? Would only a few players have full power
over the mighty tool of human language, while others were left with stuttering interfaces?
Interestingly, here governments, which so far seemed to struggle to keep up with the
developments of big technology companies, found themselves all of a sudden in a new
and powerful position. Their platform—the state—had millions of users, all of them
creating data. Creating de-personalized public datasets could level the field and enable
small and medium-sized enterprises all over the world to catch up with the dominant
American players. This could also take the problem of bias into account. And finally,
specific datasets could attract businesses to develop applications for specific areas of
public interest such as for example health, that comes with its own vocabulary.
While states were still pondering their response to the new development, technology
contributed its own: Facebook’s bots started to converse in a human-like language.
They were quickly switched off. Officially mis-programming was given as the reason,
but this did not stop rumours of the bots’ conversation being proof of the dawn of a
new machine age. Researchers from Facebook’s lab FAIR had trained bots to negotiate
(Lewis et al., 2017) using a dataset of 5,808 negotiations between two people. If the bot
would work well, it promised to be attractive for everyone who wanted to sell something. During the training, the researchers directed two of these semi-intelligent bots
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to talk to each other with the task of dividing a collection of items (two books, one hat,
three balls, for example). Being in machine learning mode, the bots started to learn
from each other—only no one had told them to stick with human language. Quickly,
they not only negotiated how to divide the items between each other; they also started
to communicate in a non-human way:
bot1:
bot2:
bot1:
bot2:
bot1:
bot2:
bot1:
bot2:
bot1:
bot2:
bot1:
bot2:

i can i i everything else . . . … . . . … . .
balls have zero to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
you i everything else . . . … . . . … . .
balls have a ball to me to me to me to me to me to me to me
i i can i i i everything else . . . … . . . … . .
balls have a ball to me to me to me to me to me to me to me
i...…...…...… .
balls have zero to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
you i i i i i everything else . . . … . . . … . .
balls have 0 to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
you i i i everything else . . . … . . . … . .
balls have zero to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to (Lafrance, 2017)

While this seems to be balderdash from a human perspective, Facebook’s data shows
that it was not: such a conversation could still lead to successful negotiations between
the bots (Lafrance, 2017).
When opened on our phones, engaged with on a website, or woken up in our homes,
conversational interfaces might seem like a silly side show. They are limited—Amazon
has intentionally called their conversational interface ‘Echo’, linking it to the story of the
nymph described in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, who had been cursed by Juno to be unable
to say anything of her own. But the transformational power that fuels this interface is
profound. Personal intelligent assistants are media allowing technology companies to
enter the next level of our social fabric. By managing the calculation of language, technology companies can reach deeper into the organization of our societies than they had
before already. As both Cathy O’Neil (2016) and Dencik et al. (2019) caution, the effect of
this advance is twofold: through entering our habits, technology companies gain more
data about us. Through entering our language, they are gaining new forms of power.
With new developments in machine learning, language is becoming computable, certainly
in parts. New speech and new conversations have started as technology is ever more
pervasive in human organization. We had better argue about this reorganization, just to
make sure we remain part of the dialogue.
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